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Silent Hunter V Battle For The Atlantic - the game took
place in 1942, and in the game you will find the

submarine, dive for hundreds of meters, combat and
surface and will use torpedoes, mines and even air
bombs. You will be able to choose a certain set of

weapons, and if you are a submarine navigator - the
dynamics of the boat will be easier to manage. Silent

Hunter V: Battle of the Atlantic includes 10 single
player campaigns (seven of which were provided in

the official packaging), as well as a dynamic
multiplayer level. Ubisoft published the game in

August, after the last installment of the series, Silent
Hunter: Hunters on the Storm, which was released in

March. Silen Hunter V: Battle of the Atlantic is a
submarine simulator that's kinda like the game Cast

Away, if Cast Away were a submarine simulator. This is
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a game about a piece of Styrofoam, with only the
outline of your body. You can't move. You can't talk.
You can only communicate via radio. As the name of
the game suggests, you are on a submarine that's

sunk. You are a prisoner and it's your goal to survive.
Silent Hunter V: Battle of the Atlantic is a real life

simulator based on the U.S. Navy's Silent Service class
of World War II submarine. However, as the game has

a number of scenarios, you do not need to sink the
entire submarine. Silent Hunter V: Battle of the

Atlantic is a light simulator about World War II that lets
you take control of a U.S. Navy sub. You play a

prisoner in a German U-boat that fell into the hands of
the warring sides. Silent Hunter 5 : Battle of the

Atlantic is a submarine simulator, which contains five
campaigns. The first campaign is the "Osprey"

mission, which starts with a German plane dropping a
patient onto a submarine. Suddenly the submarine
starts to tilt, then it sinks with the patient on board.

The patient gets up and starts walking along the
submarine. It's your job to follow and save the patient.
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Features:- More than 50 enemy types including
various types of ships, planes and submarines!-

Experience the warmth and personality of your crew
as the finest submarine captain ever!- An exciting

brand new campaign. - The highly detailed 3D
environments of the Silent Hunter series are back and

more detailed than ever.- A U-boat game has never
been like this before. - Unique weapons, equipments
and machinery. - More than 200 pieces of equipment
with unique functions! - Game of action, one of the

finest submarine games ever to be made. - Full
integration of Steamworks and Oculus Rift and many

new features, e.g. underwater camera, new
multiplayer and trade system. - Innovative new

elements like: Silent Hunter Development Lab, Top
Gun Salute, Trade Route and much more! - Steam
trading cards for your submarine! - More than 40

hours of exciting gameplay (in campaign mode)!- Arm
the torpedoes! - Arms the torpedoes and fire them
from your bridge! - Engage in open or no-combat

missions. - Take part in "hits and misses" missions to
allow you to gain experience!- Participate in special
missions that have a higher risk reward than normal
missions. - Use bounties to get valuable information
that will help you on your missions!- Use your U-boat
for the first time ever in the Silent Hunter universe! -
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